
SECTION A - A (1:20)

Concrete deck to be removed to facilitate

the reconstruction of the external walls. The

existing slab to be cut and the external wall

of Monckton House supported using strong

boys as per the scaffold design and  as

specified within the Schedule of Works

paragraph 5.04

Monckton

House solid

brick external

wall to remain

as existing

Existing  soil excavated

to facilitate new brick

corbelled foundations

Areas without colour to

remain as existing (detail

assumed)

Areas highlighted in red to

be carefully dismantled

Corbelled Brickwork Foundation to be

removed. Construction assumed for

pricing purposes

Lime mortar bed to be removed.

Construction assumed for

pricing purposes

Corbelled Brickwork Foundation.

Construction assumed

Lime mortar bed. Construction

assumed

9" solid brick external wall

and 9" solid brick pier to be

carefully dismantled.

Carefully clean brickwork of

mortar etc. Brickwork to be

salvaged and reused for

reconstruction works

External leaf of solid 9" brick wall

to be carefully dismantled as

ground excavations progress.

Carefully clean brickwork of

mortar etc. Brickwork to be

salvaged and reused for

reconstruction works

Concrete foundation to be

carefully broken out and

disposed from site

Existing 20mm thick asphalt to

be removed to the entire

concrete roof deck

Soil to be excavated once

concrete foundation removed

676

1240

2100

772

1210

970

Remove render from wall

(varies in thickness)

Area of proposed excavation.

Trench walls to be benched or

batted as detailed within the

Contractors Method Statement.

Size of working area at

contractors discretion

Inner and outer wall to be

carefully dismantled and rebuilt
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SECTION B - B (1:20)

Monckton

House solid

brick external

wall to remain

as existing

Existing  soil excavated

to facilitate new brick

corbelled foundations

Corbelled Brickwork Foundation to be

removed. Construction assumed for

pricing purposes

Lime mortar bed to be removed.

Construction assumed for

pricing purposes

Corbelled Brickwork Foundation.

Construction assumed

Lime mortar bed.

Construction

assumed

9" solid brick external wall to

be carefully dismantled.

Carefully clean brickwork of

mortar etc. Brickwork to be

salvaged and reused for

reconstruction works

External leaf of solid 9" brick wall

to be carefully dismantled as

ground excavations progress.

Carefully clean brickwork of

mortar etc. Brickwork to be

salvaged and reused for

reconstruction works

Concrete foundation to be

carefully broken out and

disposed from site

Soil to be excavated once

concrete foundation removed

2100

1210

External leaf of solid 9" brick wall

to be carefully dismantled as

ground excavations progress.

Carefully clean brickwork of

mortar etc. Brickwork to be

salvaged and reused for

reconstruction works

Existing 20mm thick asphalt to

be removed to the entire

concrete roof deck

676

1240

772

Remove render from wall

(varies in thickness)

Areas without colour to

remain as existing (detail

assumed)

Areas highlighted in red to

be carefully dismantled

Area of proposed excavation.

Trench walls to be benched or

batted as detailed within the

Contractors Method Statement.

Size of working area at

contractors discretion

Concrete deck to be removed to facilitate

the reconstruction of the external walls. The

existing slab to be cut and the external wall

of Monckton House supported using strong

boys as per the scaffold design and  as

specified within the Schedule of Works

paragraph 5.04

Parapet wall to be carefully

dismantled. Carefully clean

brickwork of mortar etc.

Brickwork to be salvaged and

reused for reconstruction works

Monckton

House solid

brick external

wall to remain

as existing

Localised break out of concrete slab and sub

base to facilitate the construction of new

corbelled brick foundation. Assume 150mm

concrete slab laid on 150mm compacted

hardcore for pricing purposes

Corbelled Brickwork

Foundation. Construction

assumed

Lime mortar bed.

Construction assumed

Coping stones to be carefully

removed. Carefully clean

coping stones of mortar etc.

Coping stones to be salvaged

and reused for reconstruction

works

2855

Corbelled Brickwork Foundation to be

removed. Construction assumed for

pricing purposes

Lime mortar bed to be removed.

Construction assumed for

pricing purposes

1865

SECTION C - C (1:20)

Hack of existing

render and

dispose.

Thickness of

render assumed

Areas without colour to

remain as existing (detail

assumed)

Areas highlighted in red to

be carefully dismantled

Area of proposed excavation.

Trench walls to be benched or

batted as detailed within the

Contractors Method Statement.

Size of working area at

contractors discretion

SECTION D - D (1:20)

470mm x 600mm

opening

(approx location)

9" solid brick external

and internal wall to be

carefully dismantled.

Carefully clean

brickwork of mortar etc.

Brickwork to be

salvaged and reused for

reconstruction works

Soil to be excavated once

concrete foundation removed

Corbelled Brickwork Foundation to be

removed. Construction assumed for

pricing purposes

Lime mortar bed to be removed.

Construction assumed for

pricing purposes

Corbelled Brickwork Foundation.

Construction assumed

Lime mortar bed.

Construction

assumed

External leaf of solid 9" brick wall

to be carefully dismantled as

ground excavations progress.

Carefully clean brickwork of

mortar etc. Brickwork to be

salvaged and reused for

reconstruction works

Concrete foundation to be

carefully broken out and

disposed from site

Existing 20mm thick asphalt to

be removed to the entire

concrete roof deck

676

1240

772

Remove render from wall

(varies in thickness)

Areas without colour to

remain as existing (detail

assumed)

Areas highlighted in red to

be carefully dismantled

Area of proposed excavation.

Trench walls to be benched or

batted as detailed within the

Contractors Method Statement.

Size of working area at

contractors discretion

Concrete deck to be removed to facilitate

the reconstruction of the external walls. The

existing slab to be cut and the external wall

of Monckton House supported using strong

boys as per the scaffold design and  as

specified within the Schedule of Works

paragraph 5.04
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